
2-4 Family, Jump
Yo Yo Yo! Its be your man Jazz Who dat? I just came down here to let you all know Know what son? That we got that flow! 2-4 Family, you better know that! Ley it roll, yeah, cmon! What you hear is gonna make you wanna jump! What you sees gonna make you jump, jump! What you feel is gonna make you wanna jump! (Dont stop!) Rap1: Takin no shit man, like a hit man, a hiphop proffesional Im in the groove, like a catholic doing confessional I drop a bomb, now show the kong dome one Im double O seven like Connery Sean Spockin energy on the network So what if youre best Smurf? With two technals takin care of all the wepons Thats how were dealing with I ever series With the microphone we roll all vocularies You see Im ready, scary, but neccessary Ya ask me if Im funky? I say: Oh very! Nearly, have you ever heard of a brother like me Miss represent, Jamaican queens tanaman Chorus: What you hear is gonna make you wanna jump! What you sees gonna make you jump, jump! What you feel is gonna make you wanna jump! So we makes it hot, cause these brothers dont stop Keep it flowin, Keep it flowin (yeah, yeah) Keep it goin, Keep it goin (yeah, yeah) Rock spot, Rock spot (yeah, yeah)Hot, Hot, Dont stop! Rap2: We use platinum caps doing case uranium My braincells shall shot straight to your cranium Cause are styles are to die for, All tehm young girl make cry for, Now what tha f**k Im gonna lie for Do just what you care, so dont even impress me So dont test me! I dont preclaim to be the best, see Im just here to let you people know (What you gotta know?) That we got that flow! Bridge: Do we keep it goin? (yeah yeah) Do we keep it flowin? (yeah yeah) Do we rock the spot now? (yeah yeah) So we make it hot now (Dont stop) Do we keep it goin? (yeah yeah) Do we keep it flowin? (yeah yeah) Do we rock the spot now? (yeah yeah) So we make it hot now (cause we brothas dont stop!) Keep it flowin, Keep it flowin (yeah, yeah) Keep it goin, Keep it goin (yeah, yeah) Rock spot, Rock spot (yeah, yeah) Hot, Hot, Dont stop! When you hear this flow, say hay! Yo the parties are never gonna stop When you hear that sound, say hay! Yo from back to front, gonna make you jump! When you hear this flow, say hay!Yo the parties are never gonna stop When you hear that sound, say hay! Yo from back to front, gonna make you jump! Do we keep it goin? (yeah yeah) Do we keep it flowin? (yeah yeah) Do we rock the spot now? (yeah yeah) So we make it hot now (cause we brothas dont stop!) Rap3: So let me ask you now what you coming here for? I pick up the mic and blast it up like a fom fo Im not a Fugee but Im settin the score, Since you came in through the door, just sit the dancefloor Never heard this rap before? Thats couse I just made the shit up! I spock my wintap! With my styles so sick I make you spit up Get up! Out and chare! Now wont you bring it over here, Stick it out right there, See my pull is over here, but dont stare Couse the light I shine, is so souvire, It might sear the cornelius Right out of your eye, thats the power of my flow, so dont be surprised? Chorus Bridge Keep it flowin, Keep it flowin (yeah, yeah) Keep it goin, Keep it goin (yeah, yeah) Rock spot, Rock spot (yeah, yeah) Hot, Hot, Dont stop!
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